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GrInvIn in a nutshell

Various programs to support research in graph theory have been developed and
successfully used, such as AGX/AGX2[1], Cabri-graph[2], Graffiti[3], Graffiti.pc[4], GRAPH[5], GraPHedron[6], LINK[7], and newGRAPH[8]. Some of
them emphasize the manipulation of graphs and computation of invariants,
others focus on (graph) conjecturing.
As to the goal of GrInvIn we were most influenced by Graffiti.pc which was
developed by Ermelinda DeLaVina. It was created for research in graph theory
as well as for teaching graph theory by means of graph conjecturing.
The GrInvIn framework provides the core functionality needed to implement
an application for graph theory in general. It includes basic functionality to
work with graphs, invariants, and conjectures. In addition to data structures
and interfaces for these concepts, the framework also provides a basic graph
editor, various invariant computing routines, and an intuitive graphical user
interface. GrInvIn is still being developed and soon further functionality (such
as graph generation programs) will be added.
In order to guarantee portability, the interface and most of the subroutines
are written in the highly portable programming language Java. Some parts
that are performance critical and interact less with the operating system are
written in C.
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of the GrInvIn user interface.

1.1

User interface

The GrInvIn user interface (Figure 1) makes use of the drag and drop concept
to work with graphs and invariants. All GrInvIn objects are represented as
icons. This user interface works in a way similar to that of the file manager
found in most recent operating systems.
To allow the user to work in their own native language, the entire user interface
is internationalized. Translating the framework only involves providing a few
language files, without any changes in the application source code. So far
GrInvIn comes with language files in English and Dutch.

1.2

Teaching Graph Theory with GrInvIn

GrInvIn comes with a conjecturing engine making conjectures, or rather guesses,
based on a set of graphs given to the program by the user. These graphs can
be input via a graph editor or a graph factory in case the graph belongs to
one of several well known classes – such as complete graphs, cycles, paths, etc.
The intention of this conjecturing engine is to be used for teaching graph
theory to university or even high school students who make their first contacts
with graph theory.
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The basic strategy follows Fajtlovicz and DeLaVina who first applied these
principles using their programs Graffiti and Graffiti.pc: The student starts
with a set of invariants and a very small list of graphs – e.g. containing just
K1 or K3 . He chooses an invariant for which he wants to determine (e.g. upper)
bounds. Conjectures based on this small set of graphs can in general easily be
shown to be false and often very small counterexamples exist. The student’s
task is now to prove or disprove the conjecture given by the program. In
case of a wrong conjecture the student has to prove that his counterexample
is smallest possible and add that counterexample to the list. Then a new
conjecture is computed for this larger list of graphs and the process is repeated.
In case of a true conjecture, the student can prove the conjecture and try to
find out whether the conjecture always gives a good bound for his invariant or
whether the difference between the left hand and the right hand side can be
arbitrarily large. Afterwards he can either input a graph where the difference
between the two sides is very large or delete one of the invariants from the list
to force the program to make new conjectures.
Courses based on this strategy were given in Houston and later also in Bielefeld
and Ghent. At the time of the conference, first courses of this kind will also
have taken place already on the level of high school students in Ghent.
Experience showed that this way to make contact with graph theory was very
motivating for students. They were keen on learning about the new invariants occuring in the conjectures, because the conjecture connected the new
invariant to their chosen invariant. Furthermore this way of learning has some
air of discovery: There is always at least the chance to discover some new
result – instead of just learning basic results studied already by generations
of mathematicians.
In Bielefeld (where Graffiti.pc was used) the effect on the students was very
positive: the students did not only enjoy the course – afterwards they also
asked for a normal graph theory course to learn more about graph theory
and proof techniques in graph theory and half of the students later decided to
write their thesis in this field.
In our eyes graph theory is also ideal to teach logical thinking and argumentation to students already at high-school level and hopefully GrInvIn will turn
out to be a good tool to do so.
Unfortunately neither Graffiti nor Graffiti.pc are publically available so far.
Graffiti was never meant to be distributed and – also due to lack of resources
– Graffiti.pc develops also very slowly.
Though being inspired by Graffiti.pc, GrInvIn is not based on Graffiti.pc,
but was completely designed from scratch. The emphasis lies on the software
engineering aspect with the aim to combine the functionality of Graffiti.pc with
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a modern software design, a user friendly interface, and easy extensibility.

1.3

Content of the Talk

In this talk we will give a short introduction into the use of GrInvIn and show
an example scenario of a teaching session.
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